KoKopelli Golf Club: 2 Person Scramble
RESULTS
April 3, 2011

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
PAYOUT:

1st Place: 52  Elliott Wilson/Stewart Surratt  $125.00/player
2nd Place: 54  Brandon Myers/Mark Trudeau  $120.00/player
3rd Place: 55  Alex Curnutt/Brian Wood  $56.00/player
{TIE}: 55  Zach Peck/Brett Walker  $56.00/player
{TIE}: 55  Jordan Pacheco/Travis Pecos  $56.00/player
{TIE}: 55  Matt Penny/Ryan Williams  $56.00/player

Skins Pool:  $400.00

Matt Lohmeyer/Casey Moen  Birdie  Hole #2  $66.00/player
Josh Salmon/James Snetsinger  Eagle  Hole #5  $66.00/player
Josh Salmon/James Snetsinger  Birdie  Hole #16  $66.00/player

Par 3 Challenge:  $380.00

1st Place:  -3  Elliott Wilson/Stewart Surratt  $136.00/player
2nd Place:  -2  Ryan Cancino/Ryan Cyfark  $60.00/player
{TIE}:  -2  Josh Salmon/James Snetsinger  $60.00/player
{TIE}:  -2  Alex Curnutt/Brian Wood  $60.00/player

NOTE: Names in Red ink are NOT in this Challenge

Par 4 Challenge:  $300.00

1st Place:  -9  Brandon Myers/Mark Trudeau  $105.00/player
2nd Place:  -8  Elliott Wilson/Stewart Surratt  $45.00/player
{TIE}:  -8  Matt Penny/Ryan Williams  $45.00/player

NOTE: Names in Red ink are NOT in this Challenge